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Abstract: Owing to a decrease in mineral oil resources, it is crucial to develop packaging materials
based on renewable resources. Hence, a water vapor-barrier coating is developed as a natural
wax-based dispersion. This dispersion should be stable over the storage time. In this study,
the physical stability of a wax-based melt dispersion was analyzed (24 h and 21 days after production),
and instability phenomena such as agglomeration, coalescence, and flotation were identified.
Furthermore, the inter-correlations among the particle size, viscosity of the continuous phase, physical
stability, surfactant chemistry, and hydrophilic–lipophilic balance value were characterized. Particle
sizes were described by volume/surface mean d3,2, volume moment mean d4,3, and number mean
d1,0 diameter, as well as the span of the volume and number distribution. Stability was characterized
by the flotation rate, emulsion stability index, and Turbiscan stability index. Coalescence and
agglomeration were not observed after the solidification of the wax particles. A significant correlation
was observed for the emulsion stability index, with d3,2, and for flotation rate, with d1,0, d4,3, and
viscosity as well, with d1,0, d3,2. Surfactants with hydrophilic–lipophilic balance values of 11–13.5
seem to be the most suitable for stabilizing candelilla wax-in-water suspensions. Particles were
smaller, and wax suspensions were better stabilized using Tween 20 and Span 20, compared with
Tween 80 and Span 80.

Keywords: melt dispersion; suspension; emulsifiying stability index (ESI); Turbiscan stability index
(TSI); hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB); particle size distribution; Turbiscan

1. Introduction

Melt emulsification is a well-known process for producing suspensions, wherein the solid phase
is melted and emulsified as a dispersion of droplets in the continuous phase. Melted particles are
disintegrated by mechanical energy input, e.g., via diagonal blade stirrers, in a heated stirring tank.
By cooling the system, the droplets solidify as spheres, and the hot emulsion changes into a suspension
with a solid dispersed phase [1]. This method is predominantly used for lipid dispersed phases, and
has the advantage of not requiring organic solvents [2].

This study is motivated by the development of a natural wax-based dispersion coating for
packaging materials. Owing to the decrease in mineral oil resources, fossil oil-based packaging is
raising concerns. Hence, the need for bio-based and biodegradable packaging materials has increased.
Packaging materials require suitable oxygen and water vapor barriers. Coatings containing starch [3–9]
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and proteins [10–14] provide a good barrier toward oxygen, whereas hydrophobic materials such
as waxes and lipids are suitable barriers against water vapor. Wax has already been used as an
edible coating [15–18] and a paper coating [19], and it has been incorporated into biopolymers
for increasing the water vapor barrier [19,20]. In the present study, wax was applied as a wet
chemical dispersion coating. Therefore, candelilla wax is dispersed in water with the use of 10%
emulsifying agent, and this suspension is subsequently applied onto a polymer layer. During heat
drying, the water in the suspension is evaporated before the wax particles melt, creating a homogenous
layer [21]. The applicability of dispersions as coatings depends, among others, on the following
parameters [21,22]:

• Particle size: small particle sizes with a narrow distribution are required; hence, particles are
evenly molten after curing. Non-molten particles induce cracks and compromise the water
vapor barrier;

• Suspension stability: a slow flotation process is required, which ideally exceeds the storage time
of the dispersion.

However, the particle size and the stability are affected by different parameters, of which quite
a few have already been examined (Table 1). To the authors’ knowledge, so far, no publication is
available, which especially analyzes the inter-dependencies between different parameters such as
the hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB) system, viscosity, and particle size distribution, and their
final effect on dispersion stability. Therefore, the aim of this study was to identify and improve the
understanding of these parameters.

In general, the stability of melt emulsions can be divided into two stages: first, the liquid droplets
must be stabilized in the emulsion (emulsion stability) to prevent coalescence [23]; second, after
the dispersed wax droplets are solidified, the suspension stability is influenced by phase separation
(flotation) and changes in particle size distribution (aggregation and/or Ostwald ripening) (Figure 1).

In the first part of this study (cf. Section 3.1), the effect of the continuous phase viscosity on
the particle size and on the phase separation was investigated. Additionally, the impact of the
particle size on the phase separation was examined. In the second part of this study (cf. Section 3.2),
how different emulsifier systems and HLB affect these factors are additionally evaluated. In the last
part (cf. Section 3.3) the long-term stability of the suspension is examined.

Table 1. Literature overview of the direct and indirect parameters affecting the stability of dispersions.
(HLB = Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance).

Effect of Parameters On Literature

particle size phase separation 1 [24]
viscosity of continuous phase particle size distribution 1 [25,26]
viscosity of continuous phase phase separation 1 [27]

HLB value viscosity of continuous phase 1 –
HLB value particle size distribution 1 [28–32]
HLB value phase separation 1 [33]

emulsifier system viscosity of continuous phase 1 –
emulsifier system particle size distribution 1 [34,35]
emulsifier system phase separation 1 [36]

HLB value change in particle size distribution
over storage time 1 [24,36,37]

stirring intensity, time, and speed particle size [35,38,39]
mixing temperature particle size [35,38,39]
phase concentration particle size [20,30,35,39–42]

surfactant concentration particle size [30,33,35,36,38,43]
aggregation state of the disperse phase particle size [44,45]

phase concentration phase separation [46]
1: Also examined in this study.
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Figure 1. Processes decreasing the short- and long-term stabilities of melt emulsions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Candelilla wax (melting point 72 ◦C) was purchased from KahlWax (Trittau, Germany).
Emulsifying agents (Span 20, Tween 20, Span 80, Tween 80) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Steinheim, Germany).

2.2. Melt Emulsification

For producing the emulsion, an emulsifier concentration that is higher than the critical micelle
concentration (CMC) should be used. A concentration that is lower than the CMC would affect the
results, as the particle size is then mainly determined by the availability of the emulsifying molecules.
Thus, the concentration should be above the CMC (that means, that even after the disintegration of
wax into particles, enough emulsifying molecules should be available to form micelles). From an
estimation that can be found in the Section 1 in Supplementary Materials, it can be assumed that
emulsifier contents of >5% would not determine the particle size due, to the non-availability of the
emulsifier molecules (see Figure S1). This is why we used an emulsifier concentration of 10% in relation
to the wax content, to be well above the minimum concentration of 5%.

For preparing wax suspensions, 100 mL of deionized water containing 2.5 g of surfactants was
tempered at 85 ◦C. Next, 25 g of candelilla wax was added for melting, and the mixture was stirred at a
constant rate or 230 rpm for 3 min in a double-walled reactor. After melting, the hot suspensions were
dispersed in an Ultra-Turrax T25 system (IKA-Werke, Staufen im Breisgau, Germany) at 11,000 rpm
for 3 min. The wax suspensions were stirred at a constant rate of 230 rpm in the double-walled reactor
until room temperature was reached.

Mixtures of Tween 20 (HLB 16.5) and Span 20 (HLB 8.6) (blends referred to as T2S2), as well
as blends of Tween 80 (HLB 15) and Span 80 (HLB 4.3) (blends referred to as T8S8) were used as
emulsifying agents. For adjusting HLB values between 9 and 16.5, the mixing ratio was calculated
according to the following equations, with X being the target HLB value:

% (span) =

(
X − HLBspan

)
× 100

HLBtween − HLBspan
(1)

% (tween) = 100% − % (span) (2)
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2.3. Suspension Stability

Based on Stokes’ Equation (Equation (3)), three main factors affect the flotation velocity (vStokes) of
the dispersion [47]: differences in density between the continuous ($L) and discontinuous ($S) phases,
viscosity (η), and particle size (rS). The latter one is in turn affected by agglomeration:

vStokes = 9/2·g·r2
S/η·(ρS − ρL) (3)

In literature, this is characterized by the amount of sediment or floating material after different
storage times [33], the stability index (SI) [40], or the transmission and backscattering of light through
two phases [26,48–54].

In this study, the stability of the wax suspensions was measured at 25 ◦C using Turbiscan
Lab (Formulaction, L’Union, France) with the associated software TurbiSoft (Formulaction, version
2.0, France). This instrument determines the temporal local backscattering signal (BS) at 880 nm
for the dispersions stored in a vial, whereby the intensity of the scattered light depends on the
size and concentration of dispersed particles. Thus, the changes in the particle size (coalescence
or agglomeration) and/or local changes in the particle concentration (sedimentation/flotation) are
detected under actual storage conditions. One scan was conducted every 15 min during the first three
hours after production, and then every 60 min during the next 23 h. For examining the appearance of
Ostwald ripening or agglomeration over the storage time, the dispersions were measured on days 0,
1, 2, 7 and 21. For comparing the stabilities of different suspensions, the flotation layer thickness as
well as the Turbiscan stability index (TSI) and flotation rate v of each suspension were calculated by a
software program. TSI is a parameter that considers all of the destabilization processes occurring in
the sample cell. The parameter was developed by Formulaction, and is calculated by TurbiSoft based
on BS measurements. The flotation rate was calculated by TurbiSoft using the phase limit migration of
the flotation layer at a threshold of ∆BS = −3%. A high stability is demonstrated by a low TSI value.

By using the flotation layer thickness, emulsion stability index (ESI) was calculated according to
the equation given by Mirhosseini et al. [55] from Equation (4), wherein HE is the initial height of the
suspension, HC is the flotation layer height after 24 h, and HS is the sedimentation layer height after
24 h. A high stability is demonstrated by a large ESI value.

ESI (%) =
HE − (HC + HS)

HE
× 100% (4)

2.4. Particle Size Distribution

Particle size distribution was determined on days 0, 1, 2, 7, and 21 by laser diffraction analysis,
using a Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Before measurements, the samples
were re-dispersed in the Mastersizer instrument for 2 min at 3000 min−1. The Sauter diameter d3,2,
De Brouckere diameter d4,3, and the number mean diameter d1,0 were estimated during measurements.
Furthermore, the widths of the volume and number distribution, referred to as span(v) and span(n),
respectively, were used as parameters for the polydispersity of the collective particles. span was
calculated from Equation (5), wherein D50 is the median, with 50% of the particles in the distribution
having a smaller diameter than it. D90 and D10 describe the diameters for which 10% and 90% of the
distribution have a smaller particle diameter than them, respectively. The index (x) represents the
application on either the volume distribution (v) or the number distribution (n).

span(x) =
D50(x)

D90(x)− D10(x)
(5)

Typically, d3,2 describes the average ratio between the volume and surface area. The lower
the particle sphericity, the higher the surface area at a constant volume, i.e., d3,2 decreases [56].
By comparison, d4,3 is more susceptible to large particles. The differences between all these mean
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diameters decrease with the increasing uniformity of the particle sizes. All the diameters are equal
only for a completely monodisperse distribution [57].

Using one parameter for describing bulk materials is a simple approach for comparing different
samples. However, owing to the different particle sizes and shapes, the loss of information encountered
is large when using only one mean diameter. Therefore, particle sizes are described by volume/surface
mean d3,2, volume moment mean d4,3, and number mean d1,0 diameter, as well as the span of the
volume and number distribution in the following section.

2.5. Dynamic Viscosity

For measuring the dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase, 1.25 g of surfactant was dissolved
in 50 mL of deionized water in an ultrasonic bath (Sonorex Digitec DT 31, Bandelin, Germany) for
5 min. The dynamic viscosity of this solution was measured using a Bohlin CVO 100 rheometer
(Bohlin Instruments, Pforzheim, Germany) at a constant shear rate of 250 min−1 at 25 ◦C. In addition,
the dynamic viscosities of all pure emulsifying agents were separately measured.

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

Samples were prepared by gold sputtering. Images were acquired using a JSM-7200F scanning
electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 0.5 kV. The working distance was maintained at 10 mm.

2.7. Analysis of Wax Composition

The composition of the candelilla wax was analyzed using a gas chromatography system 7890A
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a flame ionization detector (Agilent
Technologies, USA), a Zebron ZB-5HT capillary GC column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.1 µm, Phenomenex,
Torrance, CA, USA), and an autosampler (Agilent Technologies, USA). The system operated with
1.5 mL·min−1 carrier gas flow (helium) and a split-ratio of 1:50. The following temperature conditions
were used for analysis: 50 ◦C (0.5 min), 50–200 ◦C (40◦C·min−1, 4.25 min), 220–340 ◦C (5 ◦C, 24 min),
340 ◦C (15 min). A total of 10 mg candelilla wax was dissolved in 20 mL dichloromethane. A lupeol
reference standard (≥94%, Sigma-Aldrich) and an alkane standard solution C21–C40 (40 mg·L−1 each,
in toluene, Sigma-Aldrich) were used for quantification.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

The wax suspensions were produced in duplicate. The particle size distribution of each suspension
was measured threefold, and stability was measured in triplicate. Viscosity was determined in
duplicate, each with 15 data points. Differences in the results for the surfactant blends or the HLB
values were statistically examined using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Tukey honestly
significant difference (HSD) test, or in the case of heteroscedastic data, the Kruskal–Wallis test was
employed in addition to Dunn’s test at a significance level of p ≤ 0.05. Bartlett’s test was performed
prior to analyses, to confirm the assumption of homoscedasticity at a significance level of p ≤ 0.05.
The correlation was examined using Spearman’s correlation test at a significance level of p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Short Time Stability: Interaction between Particle Size, Phase Separation, and Viscosity of the
Continuous Phase

The correlations among the phase separation, particle size, and viscosity were examined for an
immense statistical population, including dispersions produced by using HLB values of between 9 and
15. HLB values were obtained by using the T2S2 and T8S8 systems. Table 2 shows the correlations
obtained between stability, viscosity, and particle sizes. Ranges of the measured values are provided in
the first column and first row. One exemplary measurement result using the Turbiscan Lab is shown
graphically in Figure S2, in the Supplementary Materials.
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Table 2. Results obtained for Spearman’s correlation between the parameters of the particle size
distribution of the dispersed phase (Sauter diameter d3,2, De Brouckere diameter d4,3, and the number
mean diameter d1,0); parameters of suspension stability (Turbiscan stability index (TSI), emulsion
stability index (ESI), flotation rate v); and viscosity of the continuous phase. Positive correlation
(p < 0.05, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient > 0) is marked by “+”, negative correlation (p < 0.05,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient < 0) is marked by “−”, no significant correlation is marked by
“0” (p > 0.05).

Parameters d1,0
(0.16–2.72 µm)

d3,2
(2.11–9.27 µm)

d4,3
(38.98–213.63 µm)

Viscosity
(1.95–2.72 mPa·s)

Viscosity (1.95–2.72 mPa·s) − − 0
ESI (3.53–34.04%) 0 0 0 0
TSI (2.40–12.30%) 0 0 0 0

v (0.20–31.86 mm·h−1) + 0 + −

3.1.1. Effect of Continuous Phase Viscosity on Particle Size

The viscosity of the continuous phase exhibited a significant, albeit weakly negative, monotonic
relation with d1,0 (see Table 2). This means that a higher viscosity leads to a lower d1,0. Similarly,
Wooster, et al. [58] reported that the droplet size decreases with an increasing viscosity of the continuous
phase by the addition of polyethylene glycol in an oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion. As reported by Köhler
and Schuchmann [59], a high viscosity for the emulsion leads to a decrease in the conveyor effect,
which in turn increases the retention time in the dispersion zone and leads to a high energy input, thus
decreasing d1,0.

Qian and McClements [35] stated that two additional phenomena potentially occur with the
increase in the viscosity of the continuous phase: (i) a decrease in the droplet collision frequency,
whereby the droplet re-coalescence decreases; and (ii) a decrease in the surfactant adsorption rate,
whereby the droplet re-coalescence increases (in this case, re-coalescence refers to coalescence a short
time after emulsion preparation, and not to coalescence after a long storage time, such as 21 days).
The relevant phenomenon significantly depends on the specific system [35]. As d4,3, which is a value
that is considerably reasonable for large particles [60], and which may possibly appear because of
coalescence, was not affected, the aforementioned effect (ii) can be excluded.

With increasing viscosity, d3,2 decreased. This result implies that the ratio between volume
and surface area decreases, suggesting that particles become less spherical, and thus, their surface
area increases.

3.1.2. Effect of Particle Size on Phase Separation

The correlation of the particle size with stability is discussed in the following sequence using ESI,
TSI, and flotation rate (see Table 2).

The ESI, and thus the flotation layer height, is affected by the packing density of the flotation layer;
the particle size distribution, and the interparticle and external forces (e.g., gravitational force) [61].
According to literature, three predominant effects could occur:

• Without any interactions between particles, monodisperse spheres form a layer with a dense
structure. For hexagonal close packing, the maximum theoretical volume fraction to be attained is
74% [62]. Cases with negligible interparticle interactions between small particles typically lead to
the formation of a thin flotation layer, because the unit cell of the structure is small (Figure 2a,b);

• With decreasing particle size, the surface/weight ratio increases; thus, the impact of the interaction
forces increases. Typically, gravitational force dominates the interparticle forces for larger particles
(>50 µm) [61]. Hence, larger particles do not agglomerate, whereas smaller particles flocculate if
the attractive forces (i.e., Van der Waals force) dominate over the repulsive forces (i.e., electrostatic
force) [63]. During particle agglomeration, the gap between the agglomerates and other particles
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increases. Thus, the particles form a thick flotation layer, and the volume density of the layer
decreases [61,63] (Figure 2c).

• High degrees of polydispersity can lead to a dense layer with a high volume fraction, as small
particles fill the gaps among large particles [61] (Figure 2d).
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However, a correlation between d3,2 and the ESI was observed. As d3,2 describes the particle
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Several studies have reported correlations among sedimentation, flotation, and TSI [26,48–50].
In this study, this correlation was not verified, possibly because TSI was a calculated parameter that
was affected by various factors, including flotation, sedimentation, and agglomeration. Unfortunately,
the exact algorithm used for the calculation in this software package has not been published. Therefore,
this value should be carefully dealt with, and at best, only used when the different processes occurring
in the dispersion are well known.

Corresponding to Stokes’ law [46], larger particles float more rapidly than smaller ones, which
was observed for d1,0 and d4,3, implying a moderate monotonic positive correlation to the flotation rate
(despite the simplified assumptions by Stokes, which were further developed [64–66]). Apparently, an
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opposite effect for extremely small particles promoting the agglomerate formation, and thus, flotation
rate increase [67], was not observed. This result was not in agreement with those stated in Section 3.3.

Salas [68] has provided an overview of the correction factors that relate the particle shape with
velocity. However, the surface area mean diameter d3,2, i.e., sphericity, did not exhibit any correlation
with the particle velocity.

3.1.3. Effect of Continuous Phase Viscosity on Phase Separation

In agreement with Stokes’ law, the particle velocity depends, among other factors, on the dynamic
viscosity of the continuous phase [46]. With increasing viscosity, the particles ascend slowly; thus,
the physical stability of the suspension is improved [59]. In agreement with this background, a strong
negative correlation between the viscosity and flotation rate (v) was observed.

However, neither a relationship between the viscosity and ESI, nor that between viscosity and
TSI was observed. TSI has been already reviewed critically in the previous section. The missing
correlation with the ESI might be explained by the fact that the ESI was measured after 24 h. After
24 h, the flotation velocity converged to zero. Therefore, flotation is assumed to be mainly completed.
Thus, at this time, the flotation layer height considerably depends on the amount and arrangement of
particles, and not on the viscosity of the continuous phase.

3.2. Short Time Stability: Effect of Surfactants

Griffin [29] has reported that the surfactant is the most effective when the HLB values for the
surfactant and dispersed phase are the same. Hou et al. [38] suggested that to first identify the most
suitable HLB value, the HLB value must be varied via the blending of surfactants, as blends typically
work better than single surfactants [25]. Next, the most appropriate chemical structure should be
defined by maintaining a constant HLB value, albeit by varying the surfactant type. Remington and
Beringer [69] have proposed an HLB value of between 10 and 16 for wax-in-water suspensions. More
precisely, an optimal HLB value of between 14 and 15 for candelilla wax has been reported [28,70,71].

3.2.1. Effect of the HLB Value

Besides the chemical type of the emulsifying agent, the balance between the size and strength of
the hydrophilic and lipophilic groups of the surfactant molecule is equally important for the particle
size and stability of emulsions [31,72]. As mentioned above, the HLB system provides a simple
method to describe the strength of the hydrophilic or lipophilic character of an emulsifying agent.
The combination of high and low HLB values for surfactants has been reported to achieve better results
compared with the use of a single surfactant [31,38]. Therefore, different combinations are tested.
The particle size and stability of dispersions, which were prepared with T2S2, as well as those of T8S8
blends, were monitored by Mastersizer and Turbiscan. Figure 4 shows the results.
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Figure 4. Effect of the surfactant blend on the (a) dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase,
(b) volume-weighted moment mean diameter d4,3, (c) surface area mean diameter d3,2, (d) number
mean diameter d1,0, (e) span of the number distribution, (f) span of the volume distribution, (g) flotation
rate of the wax particles, (h) emulsion stability index (ESI), and (i) Turbiscan stability index (TSI). Note:
Letters above represent post hoc test results, and different letters represent different statistical groups
(Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) or Dunn’s test, p < 0.05).
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Viscosity

The results shown in Figure 4a revealed the highest viscosity (~2.5 mPa·s) of the continuous
phase for low HLB values of 9–11. With the decrease in the HLB value, the concentration of highly
the viscous Span surfactant increased, whereas the concentration of the less viscous Tween decreased
(cf. Table 3).

Table 3. Dynamic viscosity η of pure emulsifying agents and water (here: the continuous phase) at
25 ◦C at a constant shear rate of 100 s−1.

Substances HLB Molecular Weight (g·mol−1) η (mPa·s)

Tween 20 16.7 1227 396 ± 7
Span 20 8.6 346 3476 ± 63

Tween 80 15 1310 455 ± 72
Span 80 4.3 428 1000 ± 14
Water – – 0.890 1

1: Obtained from [73].

Particle Size

d4,3 was significantly affected by HLB values, and ranged from ~100 to ~150 µm (Figure 4b).
Ohba [74] has reported an HLB value of 14.5 for candelilla wax. Hence, the minimum particle size is
expected to have an HLB of 14.5. One explanation for this deviation was probably the determination
method for the HLB value, which was carried out by using mineral oil as the continuous phase in [74].
A second explanation might be the origin of candellila wax. As candellila wax is a natural product,
its composition can undergo facile changes, due to climatic and soil conditions, for example [75–79].
All of the obtained sources were in agreement with the results of this study, where the main n-alkane
was C31 (cf. Table 4). However, the percentages of the diverse fractions were different (see Table S1).
The composition of the wax used in the present study is as follows:

Table 4. Composition of candelilla wax used in this study. Analysis was performed with gas
chromatography; original data are shown in Figure S3.

Substance Amount

alkane C23 0.01%
alkane C24 0.02%
alkane C25 0.03%
alkane C26 0.05%
alkane C27 0.09%
alkane C28 0.20%
alkane C29 2.11%
alkane C30 0.56%
alkane C31 30.06%
alkane C32 0.67%
alkane C33 3.83%
alkane C34 0.07%
alkane C35 0.38%

lupeol 0.83%

In contrast to d4,3, d3,2, i.e., the sphericity, was not affected by the HLB value (Figure 4c). d1,0 was
apparently more greatly affected by the HLB value (Figure 4d), which can possibly be explained by
the impact of the viscosity: As the HLB value affected the viscosity (c.f. Figure 4a) and the viscosity
correlated with d1,0, the HLB value was also expected to correlate with d1,0.

Typically, the number distribution was rather affected by small particles, whereas the volume
distribution was more affected by isolated large particles [60]. On the other hand, the span of the
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number distribution did not exhibit any relation to the HLB value (Figure 4e), and the span of the
volume distribution (Figure 4f) revealed a low degree of polydispersity by the use of high HLB values
(>12). Such a high HLB value led to a low coalescence rate (during production, when the wax is liquid)
and a low polydispersity. The following processes might be overlapped in this observation, with the
two latter values being dominant:

• High HLB values (>10) led to a low viscosity. The low viscosity of the continuous phase led to an
increased droplet collision frequency. Therefore, droplet re-coalescence increases with high HLB
values [35];

• High HLB (>12) values were achieved via the incorporation of an additional tween agent, which
has a high molecular weight, possibly leading to a low critical packing parameter (CPP) [11,38].
Thus, the amount of the absorbed surfactant molecules on the surface of the wax particles should
be low for high HLB values. Hence, a high HLB value possibly increases re-coalescence;

• The high water solubility of the surfactant at high HLB values (>10) possibly increased the
adsorption rate of surfactant on the wax surface, due to the increased molecular mobility. Hence,
a high HLB value possibly decreases re-coalescence;

• The better suitability of HLB values in terms of chemical similarities between the emulsifier and
the disperse phase led to better stabilization and prevention of re-coalescence.

Stability

Statistically, the suspensions containing the emulsifying agents with HLB values of between 9
and 13.5 exhibited the lowest flotation rates (~3 mm·h−1) (Figure 4g). This result is in agreement
with those obtained for d4,3 (Figure 4b) and the Stokes’ law (Equation (3)). Surprisingly, a statistically
significant correlation was not obtained between the TSI and the ESI, or between TSI and the HLB
values (Figure 4h,i). However, this result was in agreement with those obtained in Section 3.1.2.

In summary, HLB values between 11 and 13.5 afford the lowest d4,3, span of the volume
distribution, and flotation rate.

3.2.2. Effect of the Surfactant System and the Molecular Structure

The emulsifying properties of two sorbitan esters (i.e., Span 20 and Span 80, respectively), each in
combination with its corresponding ethoxylate (Tween 20 and Tween 80, respectively), were examined
at HLB values of between 9 and 15. The range between 9 and 15 was selected, because it is the range that
can be covered by both systems, T2S2 and T8S8, respectively. As shown in Figure 5, the suspensions
prepared with T2S2 and T8S8 were compared on the basis of the viscosity of the continuous phase,
their particle size, and the resulting physical stability.

Viscosity

The results revealed that T2S2 blends lead to a higher viscosity (~2.5 mPa·s) of the continuous
phase (Figure 5a), which is in agreement with the results obtained in Section 3.1.2. The HLB value of
Span 20 was greater than that of Span 80, and the HLB value of Tween 20 was greater than that of
Tween 80. Therefore, compared with T8S8 blends, T2S2 blends contain more of the Span-emulsifying
agent, to achieve a certain HLB value. Moreover, the viscosity of Span 20 was greater than those of the
four emulsifying substances. Hence, the dynamic viscosity of the T2S2 blends was greater than those
of the corresponding T8S8 blends.

Particle Size

With respect to the particles sizes, T2S2 blends led to significantly smaller d4,3 values (~125 µm),
i.e., less outliers (Figure 5b). For d1,0, significant differences were not observed. However, T2S2
particles were less spherical, due to the lower d3,2 (~3.75 µm). An explanation for these observations is
as follows:
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Figure 5. Effect of the surfactant blend on the (a) dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase,
(b) volume-weighted moment mean diameter d4,3, (c) surface area mean diameter d3,2, (d) number mean
diameter d1,0, (e) span of the volume distribution, (f) span of the number distribution; (g) flotation rate
of the wax particles; (h) ESI, and (i) TSI. Note: Letters above represent post hoc test results, and different
letters represent different statistical groups (analysis of variance or Kruskal–Wallis test, p < 0.05).

T2S2 exhibited significantly higher spans of the volume and number distribution (Figure 5e,f).
Damodaran, et al. [80] have reported that a high span is related to particle coalescence. As is described
in Section 3.3., this effect was excluded as a possible effect of instability after the solidification of the
wax particles. Therefore, re-coalescence possibly occurs only during the production of the suspension
when the wax is molten. This process is possibly affected by three factors:

Coalescence typically occurs when the film between the droplets is not stable, and it ruptures [81].
Tiller, Yeh, and Leu [63] have reported that the film ruptures with increased stress on the film. The stress
increased with the increased effect of interparticle forces, which occurred with a decrease in the particle
size [82].

In addition, with the decrease in the particle volume, the total surface area of the dispersed phase,
and thus, the interfacial area between wax and water, increased. As the suspensions contained a
constant amount of the emulsifying agent, the surfactant film thickness decreased; hence, the stability
of the film against ruptures decreased.

This low sphericity (low d3,2) possibly led to a high specific surface area, and therefore, to a thinner
surfactant film on the particle surface, which ruptures easily.

In summary, the following explanation can be assumed: T2S2 blends lead to smaller particles
(d4,3), which are not spherical (d3,2) during production, while simultaneously increasing the tendency
to coalesce. Similarly, a few large agglomerates were observed, and the span increased. However,
the question arises with regard to why the particles were not spherical. A similar result was observed
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in other studies [32,83], wherein HLB was varied and exhibited an optimum value with the smallest
particle sizes. These small particles exhibited the lowest sphericities [32], similar to that observed in
this study. This was related to the chemical and fluid processes at the phase interface. However, for the
present study, no clear explanation can be given based on the gained information.

Another influencing factor during suspension production are the chemical and steric structures of
the used surfactants [28,29,31,84]. Correspondingly, unsaturated bonds in the dispersed phase were
rather attracted by unsaturated chains in the surfactant, and vice versa. Unsaturated bonds were
present in Tween 80 and Span 80, whereas completely saturated bonds were present in Tween 20 and
Span 20 (Figure 6). Hence, smaller particles with T2S2 blends are probably related to the affinity of
saturated alkanes of the candelilla wax for the saturated chains of the surfactant [75,85]. In addition,
the CPP (i.e., the packing tightness of the surfactant molecules on the wax surface) was greater for
smaller molecules and shorter polyoxyethylene chains (Figure 6) [28,42].Coatings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 18 
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Stability

T2S2 systems exhibited a lower flotation rate (~3 mm·h−1, Figure 5g), which was explained by
the higher viscosity of the continuous phase (Figure 5a) [46]. In addition, the ESI was significantly
higher (Figure 5h). This result was in accordance with the assumption that T2S2 led to smaller particles
and higher degrees of polydispersity (Figure 5e,f). Both of these effects led to a denser layer [61].
In contrast, differences were not observed for the TSI results (Figure 5i).

In summary, the molten wax emulsion was assumed to be better stabilized by using T2S2, and the
particles were smaller compared with the use of T8S8.

3.3. Long-Term Stability: Changes in Particle Size Distribution

To identify whether agglomeration or coalescence occurs during a storage time of 21 days,
Turbiscan measurements were performed after days 0, 1, 2, 7, and 21. In addition, changes in the
particle size over storage time were observed by using the Mastersizer for HLB 13–15. Results are
shown graphically in Figures S2 and S3 in the Supplementary Materials.

Agglomeration or coalescence can potentially be monitored by Turbiscan. Changes in the particle
size can be detected on basis of the back-scattering signal in the middle zone of the vial [86]. If the
particles grow with time due to agglomeration or coalescence, the number of scattering centers
decreases in the middle zone of the vial, decreasing the back-scattering signal. In this study, changes in
particle sizes were not observed for the measured suspensions.

In addition, coalescence was monitored via the particle size distribution. The particle size was
determined on day 0, 1, 2, 7, and 21 by using the Mastersizer. With the mixing of the probes in the
Mastersizer, agglomerates are divided; hence, agglomeration cannot be monitored (see Table S2).
Examples of the obtained results are shown in the Figures S4 and S5. In accordance to these results,
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Kowalczyk and Baraniak [20] have stated that the instability of wax-in-water suspensions, which
are stored at room temperature, is mainly caused by flotation. Coalescence could only occur with
increasing temperature and melting wax.

4. Conclusions

In summary, HLB values of between 11 and 13.5 produce the lowest d4,3, span of volume
distribution and flotation rate. Molten candelilla wax emulsions are better stabilized using T2S2,
and the particles are smaller than those obtained using T8S8. This can primarily be explained by the
viscosity and chemical compatibility and their effects on particle size distributions. Coalescence and
agglomeration are not observed during the storage time.

With respect to the testing methods, straightforward methods seem to be easier to interpret,
compared with derived values such as ESI or TSI. The determination of the ESI after the end of
flotation is thought to be futile for the observation of particle size effects. Similarly, the TSI considers
various effects, making it difficult to assign single parameters.

These results help to explain, to understand, and thus to avoid instability phenomena, which
are—at first sight—in contradiction to known explanations. Thus, industry and research has the chance
to further enhance emulsion stability, while simultaneously decreasing e.g., the amounts and costs
for emulsifiers.

Typically, different diameter types, such as d1,0, d3,2, and d4,3 must be examined, as they reveal
considerable information about the observed processes. Unfortunately, publications often do not
include information about the diameter type that is being evaluated. As part of our future studies,
it would be interesting to explain the impact of surfactant chemistry on the particle sphericity.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/8/12/469/s1,
Figure S1: Extrapolation of data points from literature in combination with a purely geometrical model; Figure S2:
Exemplary measurement result of the phase separation of candelilla wax-in-water suspensions, determined using
Turbiscan Lab; Figure S3: Chromatogram of candelilla wax composition, obtained using gas chromatography;
Figure S4: Changes in d4,3 over storage time of candelilla wax-in-water suspensions with different HLBs of the
emulsifier system; Figure S5: Changes in d3,2 over storage time of candelilla wax-in-water suspensions with
different HLBs of the emulsifier system; Table S1: Fractions of candelilla wax according to various sources;
Table S2: Results of the Spearman’s correlation test. The correlation between the HLB value and the change in
the particle size (d1,0, d3,2, d4,3) over storage time was examined. Positive correlation (p < 0.05, Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient > 0) is marked by “+”, negative correlation (p < 0.05, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
< 0) is marked by “−”, no significant correlation is marked by “0” (p > 0.05).
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